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Background

● Canada’s current climate conversation is reasonably advanced. The conversation is less about 
whether or not Canada should take climate action, but what type of action to take and how ambitious 
the action should be.

● Recent polling has shown that Canadians rank climate change as a top tier issue, but behind concerns 
about Covid-19 and healthcare. Other polls have found that a majority feel the government is doing 
enough on climate while oil and gas issues are divisive according to province and political party 
affiliation.

● As such, messaging that connects health, the economy, equity and climate issues is needed in order to 
engage the public on the right next steps for climate policy, and raise the bar for climate leadership in 
Canada.

● Moreover, Climate advocates need messaging to amplify the need for a transition away from oil and gas 
in order to cut emissions while ensuring workers and communities are not left behind as Canada moves 
to renewable energy sources.



Objectives

Our campaign includes a number of small scale tests on a range of framings, audiences, locations, creative and 
wording variants. Taken together they can provide the ingredients for a successful campaign to reach and engage 
persuadable audiences in Canada about topics related to climate change, energy transition and climate leadership.

We have not covered every possible framing, theme, message or location. However, we believe that the findings from 
this testing can be used to inform:

● Campaign strategy (which themes, frames or audiences to focus on, and in which regions, with messaging your 
organisation or campaign is effective at putting across)

● Digital campaign structure (which audiences to reach distinctly, which to combine, and the right messaging to 
reach with each on the appropriate platform) and audience identification

● Messaging and narrative development (the topics to speak about, and those to avoid - as well as some of the 
language to use when speaking to the audiences identified here)

● Opportunities for future testing - to build on the work we have started here



Methodology

1. We brought together a team of strategic communicators from across Canada to ideate and craft messages on a 
series of themes related to the energy transition, and to create salient audiences online that we reach with these 
messages. They incorporated key themes from previous campaigns and the findings from our social listening 
report.

2. We worked with a copywriter who finessed the wording of each message, and created versions that were 
distinctly different and bespoke for Facebook ads (reflecting platform best practice, and character counts).

3. We then engaged a visual producer to create a series of videos for each theme, reflecting the key messages and 
in line with the branding from the page on which the ad would run.

4. We used Facebook ads with an Engagement objective as a cost effective means by which to reach a large 
number of people and understand their feedback and ascribe a level of engagement to each messaging/creative 
variant. The most important metric is the lowest ‘cost per share’ for each advert - as we know that peer 
advocacy (i.e. shares) are the most impactful way to help drive changes in opinion.

5. Ads were run with identical budget from 4 partner pages, with the page chosen to run the ad that best aligned 
with the creative content and message.

The results from these ads are outlined here. There are small scale tests on a number of framings, audiences, 
locations, creative and wording variants. Taken together they can provide the ingredients for a successful campaign 
reaching persuadable audiences in Canada with content to persuade them to care about climate change.



Ad ‘Anatomy’

Primary Text (max 125 
characters)

Link

Headline (max 40 characters)

Link Description (max 30 
characters)

Call to Action

More information about ad parameters here: 
https://www.facebook.com/business/ads-guide/video/face
book-feed/post-engagement 

https://www.facebook.com/business/ads-guide/video/facebook-feed/post-engagement
https://www.facebook.com/business/ads-guide/video/facebook-feed/post-engagement


Audience - Alarmed

A Canadian model of the Six Americas finds that overall, 
one-quarter of Canadians are “alarmed” and engaged with 
specific climate policies and solutions.

Some of the characteristics of the “alarmed”audience:
● More likely women
● University-educated
● Left-leaning 
● Urban (but sometimes rural)
● 18-34 years old
● New Canadians/BIPOC
● Less likely to live in Alberta or Prairies
● Middle income

NOTE: These audiences created using Facebook interest & 
demographic based targeting, and can be used by 
organisations and groups to replicate our testing (and with 
other elements such as location layered in).

A screenshot of the audience 
parameters on Facebook

https://dash.harvard.edu/bitstream/handle/1/33797335/MAGNASON-DOCUMENT-2016.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y


Audience - Moveable Middle

According to the Canadian version of the Six Americas, 
another 45% of Canadians are “concerned”. This audience 
agree that climate change is a real problem, but aren’t really 
informed or yet engaged. We consider this group the 
“Moveable Middle”.

These regular citizens are supportive of action, have a sense of 
worsening extreme weather and generalized concern about 
climate change, but are not talking about it, not informed, not 
taking action. Very few can name any climate policies without 
prompting. Their environmental citizenship remains focused 
on issues like recycling, waste and drinking water. 

Importantly, less than 10% are associated with an 
environmental organization. In fact, one way to consider this 
group is to consider who/what they are not - hence our 
audience (right) uses primarily exclusions rather than inclusion 
targeting.

A screenshot of the audience 
parameters on Facebook



Priority Audiences: Locations

● Based on recent polling published by EcoAnalytics 
(2021) and supporting sources, 25 key regions 
were identified as priority areas for reaching 
moveable middle Canadians. 

● These included 15 regions in the Greater Toronto 
and Hamilton Area and 10 regions in the Lower 
Mainland British Columbia. 

● We used postcode targeting on top of the 
Moveable Middle audiences we created in order to 
find people in these regions. This list of postcodes 
used can be found in the appendix.



Partner Pages 

We worked 
collaboratively 
with partners to 
craft messages 
and run ads 
from their 
Facebook 
pages.



Scoring

Each ad has been rated by the Cost per Share, Comment and Reaction. Using ‘Cost per X’ rather than the absolute 
number of Xs allows us to accommodate for those variants that may drive results but at an unsustainable cost. Where 
possible, the cheaper variant is better. However, future analysis could focus on the quality of traffic (judged by actions 
taken on the website having clicked through from the ad) rather than simply the actions taken on the ad itself.

We have ranked by:

1. Cost per Reaction - the least valuable (it requires next to no effort to ‘react’ to a post, and doing so is unlikely to 
push the post into your Friends’ feeds)

2. Cost per Comment, as this indicates someone is engaging with the ad and offering their opinion, which is more 
valuable than simply Reacting

3. Cost per Share, - the most valuable metric since it reflects that someone would be willing to Share this post with 
their own network and thereby widens the organic reach of the post

We have also included analysis of the kinds of reactions (Like, Love, Hug, Wow, Haha, Angry, Sad) and a qualitative 
analysis of the kinds of comments left on the ads. This allows for the variation between positive & negative reactions 
and comments.



Framings Tested

F1 Climate Leadership

Framing tested five message variations related to climate leadership including urgency and 
emergency language, Canada’s position relative to other countries (falling behind, opportunity 
for bolder leadership on climate, calls for a Fossil Fuel Non-Proliferation Treaty, and language 
related to targets and net-zero commitments. 

F2 Jobs/Economy

Framing tested seven message variations related to the clean economy and clean jobs 
including opportunity for safe, secure clean jobs, declining fossil fuel jobs, support for oil 
workers, language related to transition (training, reskilling, bridging) and clean economy 
(net-zero, low-carbon).

F3 Energy Transition
Framing tested two message variations related to energy transition to ‘cleaner’ and ‘safer’ 
energy and language related to moving away from fossil fuels (such as ‘ban’ or ‘phase out’).

F4 Climate Threats/Solutions
Framing tested five message sets related to climate solutions (incl. EVs) and threats including 
the rising frequency and severity of extreme weather events. Conservation & nature are also 
covered.

F5 Moral/Interconnected
Framing tested seven messages sets related to inequality, future generations, Indigenous 
leadership and equity, the link between covid & climate, and more emotive messaging aimed at 
parents or grandparents on intergenerational togetherness.



Results: Overall



Results: Overall

● The Moveable Middle audience were more expensive to reach and engage than the Alarmed audience, which is 
perhaps unsurprising given what we know about these two audiences (for example, that the Alarmed are more 
interested and worried about climate change and more likely to be advocates). In general, the Alarmed were  
easier to reach and more likely to engage in any way (click, reaction, comment, share etc.) than the Moveable 
Middle.

● We found that women were cheaper to reach and more likely to engage when shown ads separately from men. 
Our hypothesis was that women felt closed out or intimidated to engage with ads when men were especially 
vocal or aggressive with their views in the comments. Almost all of the comments on the ads shown to both 
genders together came from men, whereas when women were split out as a unique audience they were far 
more likely to engage.

● There are substantive differences in the cost per engagement in different regions. We found it cheapest to 
drive engagement in Alberta, although the kinds of engagement our ads generated was generally more negative 
and overwhelmingly pro-gas and oil. At relatively low costs, however, this could be an important area for a highly 
targeted campaign about oil & gas by an organisation with time to invest in moderation and guiding discussion 
in the comments.



Results: Overall

● The framing, creative content and overall message of the ad mattered more for all audiences and in all regions 
than the impact of the sentiment of the language used (e.g. positive or negative), or the difference between the 
language used being narrative or technical. 

● In fact, the impact of the sentiment and language style were negligible for all audiences. Content with a 
negative sentiment was very marginally more likely to provoke comments, but these were almost always 
negative or aggressive in their tone. We found no correlation between the type of reaction (positive or negative) 
and the tone of the ad itself.

● For both the Moveable Middle and Alarmed audiences, the theme of Climate Threats and Solutions was the 
most engaging. Content with a Moral or Interconnected framing was the least engaging, as well as content with 
a Jobs or the Economy framing. 

● Several of the comments on the ads were related to topics that had not been directly addressed either in the 
content of the ad itself, or in the wider campaign of ads we put together. For example, questions were raised 
about the viability of nuclear in the energy mix, and about the impact of the carbon tax. Advertisers should be 
prepared to answer tricky questions about these topics even if they are not referring to them specifically in the 
content of their ads.



Results: Overall

● Encouragingly, many of the comments about phasing out fossil fuels, or the transition to alternative energy 
sources and modes of transportation raised considered and sensible questions about the feasibility of the 
intended speed of transition, and the resources needed to bring alternative methods up to the capacity of our 
existing or traditional means. 

● Although there were detractors, it’s promising to see a genuine debate on specifics and how we get to a carbon 
neutral future. Campaigners could capitalize on this interest with ads that explain the means by which we 
transition, or what needs to be done by the government to make the targets achievable in the timeframes set 
out.

● Despite the recent news about the residential schools tragedies, ads concerning Indigenous People in Canada 
did not resonate especially well for any audience. Neither did ads paralleling covid and the climate crisis. 
Organisers may need to do more to explain the links and parallels to these audiences and ensure they are 
understood to be interlinked. From a short-term communications perspective, these were not effective frames 
by which to drive engagement.



Overall: Most Engaging Framing

Audience
Overall Moveable Middle (Canada) Alarmed (Canada)

Most 
engaging 
framing

1st Climate Threats / Solutions Climate Threats / Solutions Climate Threats / Solutions

2nd Energy Transition Energy Transition Climate Leadership

3rd Climate Leadership Climate Leadership Energy Transition

4th Moral / Interconnected Economy / Jobs Moral / Interconnected

5th Economy / Jobs Moral / Interconnected **

** Note: For the Alarmed, ads within the Economy/Jobs framing were not shown.



Results: Moveable Middle



Results: Moveable Middle

● As with other audiences, the framings around Economy/Jobs and Moral/Interconnected were the least 
engaging for the Moveable Middle. 

● Instead, the framing of Climate Threats & Solutions performed best for the Moveable Middle overall, although 
this was different in the two key regions we tested (Lower Mainland BC and Greater Toronto/Hamilton Area) in 
which Climate Leadership outperformed the other framings.

● As with the Alarmed and the overall/average results, we found that the style and sentiment of language didn’t 
make much difference to the results or levels of engagement. This is true of wording such as “move away” or 
“phase out” where there was little difference in the results. The overall message of the ad matters more.

● Specific language outperformed more general, ‘motivational’ language. For example, we found that “we need a 
plan for oil workers” was more engaging than “why not support oil and gas workers” or “building a bridge to the 
clean economy”. A commonality in the comments across all ads was a call for specific policies and measures 
to explain exactly how the energy transition could realistically happen in the timeframe set out, and this should 
be reflected where possible in the ads that are run.

● This extends to specificity on specific policies: wording such as “fossil fuel producers need to make a pact” 
were more engaging than “the world needs to work together on climate”.



Results: Moveable Middle

● Feasibility of targets and policies are important to the Moveable Middle, who called for detail and specific 
about time-frames in the comments. We found that ads with messaging such as “we can mobilise again and we 
know how” was more effective than broader calls to action, even if they were more rousing or emotional in tone

● Across the board, we found that the Moveable Middle engaged at a higher rate with ads that called for bold 
leadership or took aim at wealthy businesses 

● Using words and phrases such as “climate emergency” and “time is running out” can be effective at driving 
engagement but should not be overused or relied upon. We found that phrases invoking urgency were effective 
at driving engagement, but a vocal minority in the comments described messaging like this as “fearmongering” 
or using “scare tactics” and so phrases and framings of these kind should not be relied upon - not least because 
they can be quickly exhausted.

● Ads drawing a link between covid and conservation or climate change were effective, but counterintuitively only 
when they were vague (e.g. “caring for each other makes us stronger”) rather than explicit “tackling climate is 
like tackling covid”). This suggests that more needs to be done to educate this audience on the parallels 
between climate change and covid, and health more generally.

● The same is true of conservation - where more needs to be done to link climate change to this topic in order to 
engage this audience on this in a meaningful way.



Moveable Middle: Most Engaging Framing

Audience
Canada Greater Toronto/Hamilton Area Lower Mainland BC

Most 
engaging 
framing

1st Climate Threats / Solutions Climate Leadership Climate Leadership

2nd Energy Transition Climate Threats / Solutions Climate Threats / Solutions

3rd Climate Leadership Economy / Jobs Moral / Interconnected

4th Economy / Jobs Moral / Interconnected Economy / Jobs

5th Moral / Interconnected ** **

** Note: In these areas, ads within the Energy Transition framing were not shown.



Moveable Middle: Top 10 Ads

Headline Text

1st H20** We Must Listen to 
Indigenous Peoples

Indigenous Peoples know that respecting nature and 
interdependence is the solution to climate change. They must be at 
the table.

2nd H03 Canada Is Falling Behind. Canada is the ONLY rich country where climate-change causing 
emissions have GONE UP since the Paris Agreement.

3rd H05B Fossil Fuel Non-Proliferation 
Treaty

Wealthy fossil fuel producers must make a pact — a Fossil Fuel 
Non-Proliferation Treaty — to address climate change.

4th H21B Let’s Learn From Covid COVID-19 showed us what happens when leaders fail to act with 
speed and science. The climate crisis? Same deal.

5th H09C We Need A Plan To Support 
Oil Workers

We need a plan for the future. One that includes good, well-paid jobs 
for oil and gas workers leaving the sector.

** Note: Although the best performing ad variant included content about Indigenous Peoples, the other ads in this theme did not perform so well.



Moveable Middle: Top 10 Ads

Headline Text

6th H14A We Must Move Away From 
Oil And Gas

It’s clear: moving away from oil and gas production is vital to 
Canada’s future.

7th H16B Norway Makes The Shift To 
Electric Cars

In June 2021, Norway reported 85% of car sales were EVs—busting 
the notion that cold climates can’t go electric.

8th H18A It’s Not Too Late Unless we act, climate change will harm the things we care about 
most. But it’s not too late. Together, we can change course.

9th H17 Let's Act: Climate Change 
Can't Break Us

A warmer climate means natural disasters like heat waves, droughts, 
floods, and fires will happen more often, and get worse.

10th H04C Canada Commits To 
Net-Zero Climate Goal

It’s crunch time. Net zero means cutting GHG emissions to almost 
nothing by 2050. It’s a big task. We need bold leaders.



Moveable Middle: Bottom 10 Ads

Headline Text

36th H01B Our Window To Act On 
Climate Is Closing.

The window to act on climate is closing, but Canada can still avoid 
the worst. It’s time leaders act...before it’s too late.

37th H10A It’s Only Fair We Support Oil 
Workers

Oil workers have helped built Canada’s past prosperity. It’s only fair 
we should help them hone their skills for the future.

38th H09B Building A Bridge To The 
Clean Economy

Let’s create a plan for a clean economy that includes the people and 
communities dependent on oil and gas industries, too.

39th H01A This Is A Climate 
Emergency.

It’s clear: we’re facing a climate emergency. It’s time to mobilize to 
take bold action. Now.

40th H05A Canada’s Race To 100% 
Clean Energy.

Countries around the world are shifting to clean energy. To stay 
competitive, Canada should position itself in the leading pack.



Moveable Middle: Bottom 10 Ads

Headline Text

41st H09A Why Not Support Oil and 
Gas Workers Too?

Canada supported workers and communities from declining 
industries in the past. Oil + gas workers deserve the same support.

42nd H12A We Can Achieve A Net-Zero 
Economy

There’s opportunity in a net-zero economy: let’s embrace it.

43rd H08 Calling All Builders As Canada adopts clean energy, it needs the skills and smarts of 
energy workers to help build cleaner, safer infrastructure.

44th H11 Oil Workers Want To Build 
Clean Energy

80% of oil workers support national programs to upskill oil and 
Indigenous workers to build Canada’s clean energy economy.

45th H24 The Future Is Watching We are the climate generation. How we act today is how we’ll be 
remembered. We need bold leadership now.



Moveable Middle: Language

Message 5 was the 5th most effective overall for the Moveable Middle in terms of 
engagement, but the engagement was largely negative and would need moderation to 
guide the discussion to be more productive.

Of the two versions, 5B is more effective, perhaps because it is more specific  - but the 
overall sentiment of the message matters more than the specific wording. These ads drove 
some of the strongest climate denial comments but several explained their view that “we 
will always need oil and gas” and struggled to see how they could be replaced completely.

Headline Text

5A WORLD NEEDS TO WORK TOGETHER ON CLIMATE
To avoid locking in the climate emergency, the world 
needs a Fossil Fuel Treaty to wind down oil, gas and 

coal.

5B FOSSIL FUEL NON-PROLIFERATION TREATY
Wealthy fossil fuel producers must make a pact — a 

Fossil Fuel Non-Proliferation Treaty — to address 
climate change.



Moveable Middle: Language

This was one of the more effective ads for driving engagement, at 9th of 24. Although similar in their 
wording, ‘move away’ was the most engaging overall, and ‘wind down’ the least. However, the differences 
were reasonably small - so the overall message matters less than the specific wording or phrase used.

Headline Text

14A WE MUST MOVE AWAY FROM OIL AND GAS
It’s clear: moving away from oil and gas production is 

vital to Canada’s future.

14B IT’S TIME TO PHASE OUT FOSSIL FUELS
Canada needs to phase out fossil fuel production for any 
chance at reducing climate change-causing emissions.

14C WE NEED TO BAN FOSSIL FUELS
Canada must ban fossil fuels—the biggest source of 

climate pollution—and make clean, renewable energy a 
top priority.

14D WE NEED TO WIND DOWN OIL PRODUCTION
Let’s commit to winding down oil and gas production in 

Canada, and transition to clean, renewable energy 
sources.



Moveable Middle: Language

10th overall for the Moveable Middle, this ad was one of the more effective at driving 
engagement. Calling out parents specifically in order to remind them of their responsibility to 
their children was an effective way to drive engagement overall. Exactly which themes or topics 
resonate best with parents (or inspire parents to take action most) should be an area for future 
investigation and testing.

Headline Text

23A LATER IS TOO LATE
Climate change isn’t a future problem, it’s a now 

problem. Moms: later is too late. The fight for your 
kids’ future is on.

23B WE ARE THE CLIMATE GENERATION
Climate change is not a future problem, it’s a now 

problem. Our window to tackle it: the time it takes our 
kids to grow up.



Moveable Middle: Language

These ads either drove no comments or the comments did not address the topic. However, they 
were effective from an overall engagement perspective - ranking 11th for the Moveable Middle 
overall. 10C was slightly more effective, focusing on a ‘just transition’ rather than on ‘fairness’ 
or ‘support’.

Headline Text

10A IT’S ONLY FAIR WE SUPPORT OIL WORKERS
Oil workers have helped built Canada’s past 

prosperity. It’s only fair we should help them hone 
their skills for the future.

10B A FAIR TRANSITION FOR OIL WORKERS
A just future means everyone benefits. Let’s help 

transition workers from the oil sector to new 
employment.

10C WE ALL DESERVE A JUST TRANSITION
A just transition includes everyone. Let’s help oil and 

gas workers move forward.



Moveable Middle: Language

Ranking 12th overall, this was a more effective message for the Moveable Middle. References 
to the “plan” for oil workers was most effective at driving engagement on transitioning workers, 
which is borne out in the comments where people asked for more information and alternatives 
to oil and gas jobs.

Headline Text

9A WHY NOT SUPPORT OIL + GAS WORKERS, TOO?
Canada supported workers and communities from 
declining industries in the past. Oil + gas workers 

deserve the same support.

9B BUILDING A BRIDGE TO THE CLEAN ECONOMY
Let’s create a plan for a clean economy that includes 

the people and communities dependent on oil and 
gas industries, too.

9C WE NEED A PLAN TO SUPPORT OIL WORKERS
We need a plan for the future. One that includes 

good, well-paid jobs for oil and gas workers leaving 
the sector.



Moveable Middle: Language

These ads, testing a positive change and extreme weather, were middling in their performance 
(13th of 24 ads). None of these ads were shared. Ads C & B were more engaging than A, referring 
to times in the past where Canada has been successful rather than 

Headline Text

18A IT’S NOT TOO LATE
Unless we act, climate change will harm the things we 

care about most. But it’s not too late. Together, we 
can change course.

18B CHANGE IS POSSIBLE
We’ve changed the world before. Together, we can 

tackle climate change and protect the things we care 
about most.

18C TOGETHER WE CAN DO BIG THINGS
In the 1980s, Canada and our international partners 

tackled acid rain. We can work together again to 
tackle climate change.



Moveable Middle: Language

Message 4 was in the bottom half of all messages for the Moveable Middle, scoring 14th of 24. 
Of the two variants, 4A is more effective - removing any jargon and explaining exactly what needs 
to happen in simple terms. Comments on both of the ads accused Iron & Earth of using “scare 
tactics” to get engagement, and called for stronger leadership to slow climate change.

Headline Text

4A THE CLOCK IS TICKING ON CLIMATE
Canada has just 9 years to cut its emissions by HALF. 
We have the technology. Now we need bold leaders to 

make it happen.

4B CANADA COMMITS TO NET-ZERO CLIMATE GOAL
It’s crunch time. Net zero means cutting GHG 

emissions to almost nothing by 2050. It’s a big task. 
We need bold leaders.



Moveable Middle: Language

At 15th of 25, this was one of the less effective ads for the Moveable Middle. Comments on 
these ads were mainly concerned either with the wages that oil and gas workers would be able 
to obtain in other industries (it was felt that they would be low) or on how the renewable energy 
industry could make as much money as oil & gas without being heavily subsidised (calling on 
Germany as an example). Variation A was more effective than B.

Headline Text

13A END OF THE FOSSIL FUEL ERA
Around the world countries are moving away from 

fossil fuels. Canada needs to move with them. 
Backwards is not an option.

13B BETTER, CLEANER, SAFER ENERGY
Other countries are moving to clean energy. Canada 
has all the resources we need to make it happen: it’s 

in our nature.



Moveable Middle: Language

Message 6 was among the worst performing for the Moveable Middle, ranking 17th of 24 
messages and driving amongst the least engagement overall. These ads drove no comments in 
any of the locations.

The two variants gathered too little data to determine which was a stronger narrative on jobs.

Headline Text

6A CANADA’S OIL & GAS INDUSTRY IN DECLINE
Canada will lose 125,000 fossil-fuel jobs over the 

next 9 years. Energy workers need a safer and more 
secure future.

6C BETTER, SAFER, MORE SECURE ENERGY JOBS
The reality: the world is moving away from fossil 

fuels. Clean energy jobs provide a safer, more secure 
future for workers.



Moveable Middle: Language

For the Moveable Middle, language around climate emergency and the speed at which Canada 
needs to move drove greater engagement than speaking either about the window to act “closing” 
or general calls for “bold action”.

This concept was one of the least effective for the Moveable Middle (ranking 18 of 24)

Headline Text

1A THIS IS A CLIMATE EMERGENCY.
It’s clear: we’re facing a climate emergency. It’s time to 

mobilize to take bold action. Now.

1B OUR WINDOW TO ACT ON CLIMATE IS CLOSING.
The window to act on climate is closing, but Canada 
can still avoid the worst. It’s time leaders act...before 

it’s too late.

1C THIS IS A CLIMATE EMERGENCY.
We need to move at a speed and scale not seen since 
the 2nd World War. We can mobilize again & we know 

how.



Moveable Middle: Language

This was one of the least engaging ads overall for the Moveable Middle (21st of 24), perhaps 
because the link between conservation and climate is not yet clear for this audience - or 
because the messenger (Protect our Winters) was incongruous for this ad. Variation A was 
most effective. 

Headline Text

19A CONSERVATION IS CLIMATE ACTION
Nature loss and climate change are linked—but so are 

their solutions. Climate action: it’s in our nature.

19B PROTECTING NATURE PROTECTS US
Protecting Canadian forests, wetlands, and other 

ecosystems helps protect our homes, food supply, 
and communities.

19C LET’S PROTECT WHAT WE HAVE
Old growth forests are climate allies, storing carbon 

and helping combat weather extremes. Climate 
action is in our nature.



Moveable Middle: Language

This was the 6th most engaging ad for the Moveable Middle, linking covid and 
conservation. Variations B & C (tying the climate crisis more subtly to covid) were more 
engaging than A which is more explicit in it’s link between the two.

Headline Text

21A TACKLING CLIMATE IS LIKE TACKLING COVID
We need everyone on board to tackle climate change. 

When we act to protect the people we love, we can solve 
any problem.

21B LET’S LEARN FROM COVID
COVID-19 showed us what happens when leaders fail to 

act with speed and science. The climate crisis? Same 
deal.

21C
CARING FOR EACH OTHER MAKES US 

STRONGER
COVID-19 and disasters show we need to rely on and 

care for each other. Together we're stronger.



Results: Alarmed



Results: Alarmed

● As with other audiences, the framing around Moral/Interconnected was the least engaging for the Alarmed. 
● Instead, the framing of Climate Threats & Solutions performed best for the Alarmed overall
● As with the Moveable Middle and the overall/average results, we found that the style and sentiment of language 

didn’t make much difference to the results or levels of engagement. This is true of wording such as “move 
away” or “phase out” where there was little difference in the results. The overall message of the ad matters 
more.

● Unlike the Moveable Middle, the Alarmed were engaged on general climate ads with copy such as “change is 
possible”. As they are already more aware of climate change and more likely to campaign on climate topics, this 
is perhaps unsurprising.

● Beyond general climate content, however, specific language still out-performed more general language. As with 
the other audiences, commonality in the comments across all ads was a call for actual policies and measures 
to explain exactly how the energy transition could realistically happen in the timeframe set out, and this should 
be reflected where possible in the ads that are run.

● For the Alarmed, tangible content that refers to clear policies or plans (e.g. “end of the fossil fuel era”) performs 
better than vaguer, broad-brush language such as “better, cleaner, safer energy”



Results: Alarmed

● In fact, ads calling for Canada to replicate policies or behaviour, or do something another country has already 
done (e.g. Norway on Electric Vehicles, Europe with renewable energy, or even Canada replicating it’s efforts 
from World War 2 or in countering acid rain) were more engaging than future-gazing content calling for “clean 
energy” which is not specific enough to gain traction

● As with the Moveable Middle, whilst there are negative comments and conversations on many of these ads, in 
general the arguments are about how and when Canada can achieve an energy transition, or criticisms of the 
parallels made with other countries. This suggests a more sophisticated level of understanding about the 
climate crisis and so future ads should be careful to draw appropriate parallels with comparable countries or 
policies.

● Wording around ‘net zero’ and ‘low carbon’ was more effective for the Alarmed audiences than the Moveable 
Middle. In general ads with vaguer phrasing such as ‘clean energy’ drew much lower engagement for the 
Alarmed.



Results: Alarmed

● Ads using surveys or polls performed less well than those using more concrete datasets such as sales 
information. Commenters were sceptical of the motivations of the polls, the methodology, and the respondents 
engaged. Datasets such as the number of electric vehicle sales, however, were felt to be less questionable and 
did not invite disagreement. 

● Campaign groups should be mindful that whether or not other countries are mentioned in the content of the ad, 
many of the comments questioned why Canada should have to phase out it’s “highly regulated” and “clean” oil 
& gas production whilst other countries continue to do so, and Canada imports from them

● Unlike the Moveable Middle, ads about nature and conservation performed well for the Alarmed. Whilst 
messaging around the link between the destruction of nature and the impact on humans did not perform well, 
ads about nature and conservation more broadly performed well - suggesting that this audience are interested 
in these causes for their own intrinsic value. Future campaigns therefore need not expend energy on making 
that link clearer.



Alarmed: Most Engaging Framing

Audience
Alarmed (Canada)

Most 
engaging 
framing

1st Climate Threats / Solutions

2nd Climate Leadership

3rd Energy Transition

4th Moral / Interconnected

5th **

NOTE: As our analysis is focused primarily on the Moveable Middle, we did not show ads to additional regions such as 
Lower Mainland or Greater Toronto & Hamilton Area.



Alarmed: Top 10 Ads

Headline Text

1st
H18B Change is Possible We’ve changed the world before. Together, we can tackle climate 

change and protect the things we care about most.

2nd H19C Let’s Protect What We Have Old growth forests are climate allies, storing carbon and helping 
combat weather extremes. Climate action is in our nature.

3rd H18C Together We Can Do Big 
Things

In the 1980s, Canada and our international partners tackled acid rain. 
We can work together again to tackle climate change.

4th H19A Conservation Is Climate 
Action

Nature loss and climate change are linked—but so are their 
solutions. Climate action: it’s in our nature.

5th H18A It’s Not Too Late Unless we act, climate change will harm the things we care about 
most. But it’s not too late. Together, we can change course.

** Note: Although the best performing ad variant included content about Indigenous Peoples, the other ads in this theme did not perform so well.



Alarmed: Top 10 Ads

Headline Text

6th
H16B Norway Makes The Shift To 

Electric Cars
In June 2021, Norway reported 85% of car sales were EVs—busting 
the notion that cold climates can’t go electric.

7th H03 Canada Is Falling Behind. Canada is the ONLY rich country where climate-change causing 
emissions have GONE UP since the Paris Agreement.

8th H14B It’s Time To Phase Out 
Fossil Fuels

Canada needs to phase out fossil fuel production for any chance at 
reducing climate change-causing emissions.

9th H05A World Needs To Work 
Together On Climate

To avoid locking in the climate emergency, the world needs a Fossil 
Fuel Treaty to wind down oil, gas and coal.

10th H14D We Need To Wind Down Oil 
Production

Let’s commit to winding down oil and gas production in Canada, and 
transition to clean, renewable energy sources.



Alarmed: Bottom 10 Ads

Headline Text

14th
H14A We Must Move Away From 

Oil And Gas
It’s clear: moving away from oil and gas production is vital to 
Canada’s future.

15th H14C We Need To Ban Fossil 
Fuels

Canada must ban fossil fuels—the biggest source of climate 
pollution—and make clean, renewable energy a top priority.

16th H05B Fossil Fuel Non-Proliferation 
Treaty

Wealthy fossil fuel producers must make a pact — a Fossil Fuel 
Non-Proliferation Treaty — to address climate change.

17th H22A Solving Climate Solves 
Other Big Things

Solving climate change can ensure secure jobs and cleaner air. But 
we need to include our most vulnerable in the plan.

18th H02C A Net-Zero Economy Is The 
Reality

Countries around the world are moving quickly to a net-zero 
economy. It’s time for Canada to be a front-runner.



Alarmed: Bottom 10 Ads

Headline Text

19th
H16A Canada Is Taking The Wheel 

On Clean Cars
60% of Canadians say they lean toward buying electric for their next 
car.

20th H19B Protecting Nature Protects 
Us

Protecting Canadian forests, wetlands, and other ecosystems helps 
protect our homes, food supply, and communities.

21st H22B Climate Change Makes 
Inequality Worse

Climate change will hurt Canada's most vulnerable citizens. Smart 
investments and prevention reduce risks and save lives.

22nd H13B Better, Cleaner, Safer Energy Other countries are moving to clean energy. Canada has all the 
resources we need to make it happen: it’s in our nature.

23rd H02A Canada’s Race To 100% 
Clean Energy.

Countries around the world are shifting to clean energy. To stay 
competitive, Canada should position itself in the leading pack.



Alarmed: Language

This ad concept was the most engaging for the Alarmed audience, with all 3 variations appearing 
in the top 5 ads for this audience (and not much difference between the performance of each 
variant). For the Moveable Middle, this ad had average engagement. The Alarmed can be 
reached with inspiring or motivational content on the topic of climate change generally, even if 
they require specificity about individual policies when reached on particular topics.

Headline Text

18A IT’S NOT TOO LATE
Unless we act, climate change will harm the things we 

care about most. But it’s not too late. Together, we 
can change course.

18B CHANGE IS POSSIBLE
We’ve changed the world before. Together, we can 

tackle climate change and protect the things we care 
about most.

18C TOGETHER WE CAN DO BIG THINGS
In the 1980s, Canada and our international partners 

tackled acid rain. We can work together again to 
tackle climate change.



Alarmed: Language

This was the 2nd most engaging ad concept for the Alarmed, suggesting that for this audience 
nature and conservation are motivating topics on which to take action. Variants A and C 
performed far better than B, however, suggesting that even among the Alarmed, there is work to 
be done to explain the link between protecting nature and protecting ourselves. This is not 
necessarily negative for campaigners, however, because the results suggest that this audience 
are interested in protecting nature for its own sake rather than needing a secondary motivation.

Headline Text

19A CONSERVATION IS CLIMATE ACTION
Nature loss and climate change are linked—but so are 

their solutions. Climate action: it’s in our nature.

19B PROTECTING NATURE PROTECTS US
Protecting Canadian forests, wetlands, and other 

ecosystems helps protect our homes, food supply, 
and communities.

19C LET’S PROTECT WHAT WE HAVE
Old growth forests are climate allies, storing carbon 

and helping combat weather extremes. Climate 
action is in our nature.



Alarmed: Language

On the topic of Electric Vehicles, variant B performed much better than A. Many of the comments on the ads 
that used or referred to polls or surveys indicated a distrust in either the method of the survey to obtain 
those results, or a feeling that a representative sample of ‘ordinary’ people hadn’t been reached with the 
questions. Hard data on actual car sales (as in B) did not have that impact. As with other ads, future-facing 
content performs less well than ad content referencing facts or events that have already happened.

Several of the comments questioned the parallel between Canada and Norway, arguing that their size and 
climate are too different to draw meaningful comparisons between the two. Whilst the comments are 
negative in tone, their engagement in the discussion on global climate leadership and EVs is promising.

Headline Text

16A CANADA IS TAKING THE WHEEL ON CLEAN CARS
60% of Canadians say they lean toward buying electric 

for their next car.

16B NORWAY MAKES THE SHIFT TO ELECTRIC CARS
In June 2021, Norway reported 85% of car sales were 

EVs—busting the notion that cold climates can’t go 
electric.



Alarmed: Language

There was not much difference between the performance of these ads, despite the different wording. 
Many of the comments questioned why Canada would stop producing the “most regulated” and 
“clean” fossil fuels in the world, when other countries were continuing to produce oil & gas with more 
exploitative and dangerous methods. Rather than questioning the necessity of moving away from oil 
& gas, the comments were concerned with the need a sustainable alternative to them before doing 
so, and for the world to do the same (rather than just Canada).

Headline Text

14A WE MUST MOVE AWAY FROM OIL AND GAS
It’s clear: moving away from oil and gas production is 

vital to Canada’s future.

14B IT’S TIME TO PHASE OUT FOSSIL FUELS
Canada needs to phase out fossil fuel production for any 
chance at reducing climate change-causing emissions.

14C WE NEED TO BAN FOSSIL FUELS
Canada must ban fossil fuels—the biggest source of 

climate pollution—and make clean, renewable energy a 
top priority.

14D WE NEED TO WIND DOWN OIL PRODUCTION
Let’s commit to winding down oil and gas production in 

Canada, and transition to clean, renewable energy 
sources.



Alarmed: Language

This was one of the less effective ads for the Alarmed. Like the Moveable Middle, however, variant 
‘B’ was the better performing. As with the Moveable Middle, this ad drew some of the strongest 
negative comments (some even questioning whether man-made climate change is real). There was 
a common worry in the comments that without oil and gas, Canadians would not be able to heat 
their homes in winter - and that this was a concern for Canadians in a way that would not be felt or 
understood by people in other countries.

Headline Text

5A WORLD NEEDS TO WORK TOGETHER ON CLIMATE
To avoid locking in the climate emergency, the world 
needs a Fossil Fuel Treaty to wind down oil, gas and 

coal.

5B FOSSIL FUEL NON-PROLIFERATION TREATY
Wealthy fossil fuel producers must make a pact — a 

Fossil Fuel Non-Proliferation Treaty — to address 
climate change.



Alarmed: Language

There was relatively little engagement on both variants of these ads - suggesting either that there is 
more to be done to educate the Alarmed on the ways in which climate change exacerbates inequality, 
or that the Alarmed audience are less motivated by ending inequality than they are by the topic of 
climate change as a whole.

The negative comments either allied ending inequality with communism (claiming climate-friendly 
policies are akin to “communist domination”) or suggested that the laws enacted to end climate 
change would be so costly as to give our children a debt "they will spend their whole life trying to pay 
back".

Headline Text

22A SOLVING CLIMATE SOLVES OTHER BIG THINGS
Solving climate change can ensure secure jobs and 

cleaner air. But we need to include our most vulnerable 
in the plan.

22B CLIMATE CHANGE MAKES INEQUALITY WORSE
Climate change will hurt Canada's most vulnerable 

citizens. Smart investments and prevention reduce risks 
and save lives.



Alarmed: Language

As with the ad around Electric Vehicles, variant A (about a clear policy) outperformed variant B 
(future gazing towards ‘clean’ energy which is vaguer). 

Like the EV ad, however, questions were raised in the comments about whether renewable 
energy was as effective in other countries as the ads suggest - with some commenters 
believing it was only cost effective in countries such as Germany because of heavy government 
subsidies. Still others questioned the effectiveness of batteries in cold weather countries like 
Canada.

Headline Text

13A END OF THE FOSSIL FUEL ERA
Around the world countries are moving away from 

fossil fuels. Canada needs to move with them. 
Backwards is not an option.

13B BETTER, CLEANER, SAFER ENERGY
Other countries are moving to clean energy. Canada 

has all the resources we need to make it happen: it’s in 
our nature.



Alarmed: Language

Although the least effective ad for the Alarmed, variants C & D (referencing ‘net zero’ and ‘low 
carbon’) were significantly more engaging for this audience than mentions of the ‘clean economy’. 
None of these ads drew any comments.

Headline Text

02A CANADA’S RACE TO 100% CLEAN ENERGY.
Countries around the world are shifting to clean energy. 
To stay competitive, Canada should position itself in the 

leading pack.

02B A CLEAN ECONOMY = STRONG ECONOMY
Countries around the world are moving quickly to build 
clean energy economies. It’s time for Canada to be a 

front-runner.

02C A NET-ZERO ECONOMY IS THE REALITY
Countries around the world are moving quickly to a 

net-zero economy. It’s time for Canada to be a 
front-runner.

02D A LOW-CARBON ECONOMY IS THE REALITY
Countries around the world are moving quickly to 

low-carbon economies. It’s time for Canada to be a 
front-runner.



Next Steps



Opportunities for Future Testing

● Whilst messages expressing the urgency of action and the ‘climate emergency’ were effective at driving 
engagement, these sorts of messages will tire quickly - and are already being called “scaremongering”. Future 
testing could explore how to communicate the need for urgent action without provoking fear 

● The Alarmed audience already care about nature and conservation, even if they do not link nature and 
humankind. However, future testing could help to better understand how to educate the Moveable Middle on the 
importance of nature & conservation, and their link to climate change

● Our limited testing aimed at parents (and moms specifically) showed that language about children and future 
generations was effective at driving engagement. Future tests could build on this, reaching parents and 
grandparents with policies or asks that have medium or long-term impacts and would affect generations to 
come

● Ads calling for ‘strong leadership’ or ‘bold leaders’ performed well, but the countries used in our testing were 
criticised for not being similar enough to Canada (whether because of their size or climate). Future testing could 
develop the climate leadership theme to understand which countries to use as productive examples, or how to 
harness the call for bold leaders without being partisan (and therefore divisive)



Opportunities for Future Testing

● Whilst broad messaging on climate worked for the Alarmed, more specific ads with concrete policy asks or calls 
to action outperformed more general content across the board. Future testing could expand on this learning to 
understand exactly which policies or steps towards net-zero are the most engaging, and to understand the 
level of detail commenters want (without becoming too technical)

● Whilst the Canadian government continues to import oil and gas from other countries, it will be difficult to 
argue for a full phase out of Canadian oil & gas production, especially when it is considered to be more heavily 
regulated in Canada than in other countries. Our testing did not cover rebuttal to this, but future testing would do 
well to - as it was a common theme among the comments on our ads.

● Within the most successful themes and framings identified, more could now be done to work out which are the 
most engaging topics and which to steer away from. For example, running ads on a range of different potential 
new policies.

● Ads in Alberta were much cheaper to run at scale than in other regions, although the reactions and comments 
were more negative. Future testing could focus on how to encourage self-proclaimed “oil & gas lovers” to begin 
to think differently about phasing out oil & gas - and the topic areas or themes that are motivating to make them 
do so



5 Key Takeaways for Policymakers

1. Our testing showed that the content, theme or framing of the message are more important than the exact 
words or phrases used (e.g. the message of phasing out fossil fuels is more important than whether or not to 
say “phase out”, “move away from”, or “wind down”)

2. When speaking about policies, specificity (with examples where possible) is better than general, future-gazing 
messaging which lacks focus (e.g. “Norway has achieved X” or “Canada did this before in the 80s, we can do it 
again” performs better than “building a bridge to the clean economy”)

3. When drawing comparisons between Canada and other countries, or between oil & gas and other renewables, 
the thing or place that’s being compared needs to be genuinely comparable

4. Climate denial is minimal among the ‘Moveable Middle’ but there are concerns for this audience about the 
feasibility of the government’s plans for the energy transition, and the speed at which it is discussed. Providing 
evidence and reassurance that these are realistic, and the steps to achieve them, will help to bring the Moveable 
Middle along.

5. The Alarmed will use & understand more technical language like ‘net zero’ and ‘low carbon’ but these are not 
commonly used or understood by the Moveable Middle. Better instead to spell out what phrases like these 
mean in real terms - such as ‘end fossil fuels’ 



5 Key Takeaways for Social Media Managers

1. Segmenting a larger audience into smaller groups by location, gender and interests is worthwhile, not only for 
the ability to tailor the messaging, but also because it can inspire different kinds of reaction (e.g. with women in 
these tests) at different costs (e.g. with Alberta)

2. If there is a contentious topic or commonly held view among the public, avoiding this in the copy or content of 
the ad does not mean you will not need to prepare a rebuttal to that view. For example, none of our ads focused 
on the carbon tax, Green New Deal or nuclear power - but these were all raised in the comments of the ads and 
sparked heated discussions that would ideally be moderated.

3. A/B testing frames and themes is a more effective use of budget than testing changes in specific words or 
phrases, which have less overall impact on the engagement of each ad. 

4. Using survey data or poll data was less effective than data from other sources. 
5. Whilst effective at driving engagement in the short term, phrases such as “time is running out” and “climate 

emergency” will tire quickly and should not be overused



Appendix



Running Ads About Social Issues, Elections & Politics on 
Facebook (and other social networks)
In order to run ads about social issues such as climate change, Facebook (and most social networks) require you to prove 
that you are a resident of the country in which you are intending to run the ads. More information and detailed instructions 
(from Facebook) can be found here.

You will need to set up 2 factor authentication, and upload a copy of your ID (a driving license or passport are usually fine).

On Facebook or Instagram you will also need to set up a ‘Paid For’ disclaimer to explain who has paid for the ads. This is an 
organisation name (and address) and the name of a nominated individual to whom people can direct their questions or 
comments. This is publicly available and displayed alongside the ads.

You will need to creating the ads when you are based in the country where they will be run (for example, through your IP 
address). 

At the Campaign level, you will also need to check the box mark the ads as ‘social and political’ ads before setting them live 
(or they may be rejected outright even if the wording is otherwise acceptable).

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/208949576550051?country_select=CA
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/208949576550051?country_select=CA


Ad Rejections

If you find that one or more of your ads are rejected, this is not yet usually cause for alarm. It does not always mean that you 
have done something wrong. Facebook has highly sensitive automatic review processes which will look at everything from 
the ad copy, where the ad is created and right through to scrutinising the content of a video included in the ad itself. For 
example, we had ads rejected during this campaign because they featured screenshots of news articles which had 
Facebook’s logo in, thereby deemed to be ‘circumventing systems’. We also had ads around ‘oil and gas workers’ rejected 
because the automatic filters picked these up as being about ‘employment’ but not listed correctly - which they were not.

As a first step, you can see why the ad has been rejected in the Account Quality section of your Business Manager account. 
Having made amends or changes to the ad, you can also appeal the ad here too. A second review stage usually triggers a 
more manual review to happen, in which a real person reviews the content of the ad to see whether it can be run.

There are a number of reasons for which ads can be rejected - but most common are the words, phrases or creative used. 
The detailed list of advertising policies can be found here.

It can be incredibly difficult to reach someone at Facebook support, but if you have an Account Manager they may be able to 
help. Quite often it’s not worth appealing the ad repeatedly and you can instead try to alter the content or wording in order to 
get the ad through review.

https://www.facebook.com/accountquality/
https://www.facebook.com/policies/ads/


Results: Overall



Overall: Audience Type

Unsurprisingly the Moveable Middle audience were more expensive to reach than the Alarmed, who we have already identified as being 
more engaged and interested in the topic of climate change. This suggests that our audience targeting was accurate and that our ads 
reached the right people.

Although on a much smaller scale, the audience of Women was the cheapest to reach and for all kinds of engagement (click, reaction, 
share and comment). Our hypothesis had been that women would be more likely to engage with content when shown it separately from 
men because we had noted in previous campaigns that comments and engagement from men tended to be more adversarial and 
aggressive. Our recommendation would therefore be to split out ads between women and men where possible (i.e. if budget allows, 
and it does not introduce too many additional variables or complexities to the campaign). 

Audience Reach
Impress-

ions
Link Clicks

Cost per 
Click

Post 
Reactions

Cost per 
Reaction

Post Shares
Cost per 

Share
Post 

Comments
Cost per 

Comment

Alarmed 146187 346468 521 $5.07 325 $8.12 64 $41.25 124 $21.29

MM 555334 942693 1077 $5.35 289 $19.95 48 $120.09 237 $24.32

Women 32700 46368 86 $2.56 35 $6.29 9 $24.44 11 $20.00

Grand Total 847069 1521756 2143 $4.61 986 $10.02 157 $62.95 636 $15.54



Overall: Location

Surprisingly, it was cheaper to reach people in Alberta (and to get them to engage with climate-related content) than other regions. 
This is a surprise because, as a general rule, the larger the area the cheaper it is for Facebook to find people who would be interested in 
an advertiser’s content at a low cost.

Engagement in Alberta was not positive, however: there were 116 positive reactions on ads in Alberta compared to 82 negative. Many 
of the comments expressed anger and frustration at Canada (and Canadian taxpayers) having to take action on climate change, and 
reduce oil production in particular, when other countries across the world are perceived to be continuing to pollute.

Location Reach
Impress-

ions
Link Clicks

Cost per 
Click

Post 
Reactions

Cost per 
Reaction

Post Shares
Cost per 

Share
Post 

Comments
Cost per 

Comment

Canada 618991 1056012 1321 $12.61 590 $30.86 96 $199.31 323 $59.77

GTHA 65252 174818 218 $12.40 44 $70.00 15 $165.02 24 $170.50

LML 49978 104699 145 $4.55 15 $91.67 10 $130.95 25 $55.00

Alberta 112848 186227 459 $2.74 337 $3.73 36 $34.96 264 $4.77

Grand Total 847069 1521756 2143 $5.68 986 $18.21 157 $138.87 636 $22.56



Overall: Framing

Content about Jobs/Economy was the least engaging on average. This is in line with our findings in other countries such as Germany 
and the UK.  Ads relating to the Climate Threats and Solutions were the most engaging, along with content about the Energy 
Transition. Higher engagement rates overall help ads to be seen more widely at a low cost - but moderation of comments is still 
necessary in order to ensure that the conversation stays relevant.

Framing Reach
Impress-

ions
Link Clicks

Cost per 
Click

Post 
Reactions

Cost per 
Reaction

Post Shares
Cost per 

Share
Post 

Comments
Cost per 

Comment

F1
Climate 

Leadership
120043 268497 199 $9.31 98 $18.90 25 $74.10 85 $21.79

F2 Jobs/Economy 218565 354511 552 $4.38 167 $14.48 26 $93.02 82 $29.50

F3 Energy Transition 139794 256812 445 $3.95 352 $5.00 27 $65.17 306 $5.75

F4
Climate 

Threats/Solution
260774 436301 635 $4.16 295 $8.95 65 $40.61 132 $20.00

F5
Moral/

Interconnected
107893 205635 312 $3.88 74 $16.38 14 $86.57 31 $39.10

Grand Total 847069 1521756 2143 $4.61 986 $10.02 157 $62.95 636 $15.54



Overall: Creative Theme

Rather than creating bespoke videos for every advert, we used the same video/creative for multiple ad copy/message variants. The 
videos were created according to the themes outlined above, within which at least 3 videos were created. 

The most engaging video concepts on average were those relating to the ‘Moral’ theme - driving by far the best engagement across 
clicks, reactions, shares and comments. This could be because the moral issues are more easily conveyed in a compelling or emotional 
manner via video, whereas themes such as Climate Leadership (the least effective) do not lend themselves to visual explanation - 
especially using stock footage.

Creative 
Theme

Reach
Impress-

ions
Link Clicks

Cost per 
Click

Post 
Reactions

Cost per 
Reaction

Post Shares
Cost per 

Share
Post 

Comments
Cost per 

Comment

Climate 155111 265271 1321 $12.61 590 $30.86 96 $199.31 323 $59.77

Climate 
Leadership

237145 476283 218 $12.40 44 $70.00 15 $165.02 24 $170.50

Jobs/ 
Economy

290872 494577 145 $4.55 15 $91.67 10 $130.95 25 $55.00

Moral 163941 285625 459 $2.74 337 $3.73 36 $34.96 264 $4.77

Grand Total 847069 1521756 2143 $5.68 986 $18.21 157 $138.87 636 $22.56



Overall: Sentiment

On average there is not much difference between using positive or negative wording in the text of the ads. Copy with a more negative 
sentiment drove, on average, slightly lower costs per engagement - but this is negligible in comparison to other variables.

Sentiment Reach
Impress-

ions
Link Clicks

Cost per 
Click

Post 
Reactions

Cost per 
Reaction

Post Shares
Cost per 

Share
Post 

Comments
Cost per 

Comment

Negative 319538 593219 822 $4.67 432 $8.89 73 $52.62 329 $11.67

Positive 527531 928537 1321 $4.57 554 $10.91 84 $71.92 307 $19.68

Grand Total 847069 1521756 2143 $4.61 986 $10.02 157 $62.95 636 $15.54



Overall: Language

On average, narrative language drove greater engagement at a lower cost than technical language.

Sentiment Reach
Impress-

ions
Link Clicks

Cost per 
Click

Post 
Reactions

Cost per 
Reaction

Post Shares
Cost per 

Share
Post 

Comments
Cost per 

Comment

Narrative 678664 1237764 1694 $4.70 865 $9.20 135 $58.94 560 $14.21

Technical 168405 283992 449 $4.29 121 $15.91 22 $87.51 76 $25.33

Grand Total 847069 1521756 2143 $4.61 986 $10.02 157 $62.95 636 $15.54



Results: Moveable Middle



Moveable Middle: Location
Location Reach

Impress-
ions

Link Clicks
Cost per 

Click
Post 

Reactions
Cost per 
Reaction

Post Shares
Cost per 

Share
Post 

Comments
Cost per 

Comment

Canada 457206 736488 783 $5.68 244 $18.21 32 $138.87 197 $22.56

GTHA 50738 113527 149 $4.43 33 $20.01 9 $73.36 20 $33.01

LML 47390 92678 145 $4.55 12 $55.00 7 $94.29 20 $33.00

Grand Total 555334 942693 1077 $5.35 289 $19.95 48 $120.09 237 $24.32



Moveable Middle: Framing

As with the overall picture, framings around the Energy Transition, Climate Leadership and Climate Threats/Solutions gained more 
engagement at a lower cost than framings such as Jobs/Economy and Moral/Interconnected. The jobs and economy framing was the 
least engaging for this audience

Framing Reach
Impress-

ions
Link Clicks

Cost per 
Click

Post 
Reactions

Cost per 
Reaction

Post Shares
Cost per 

Share
Post 

Comments
Cost per 

Comment

F1
Climate 

Leadership
89377 166969 84 $11.58 65 $14.96 13 $74.81 63 $15.44

F2
Jobs/

Economy
140826 230434 275 $5.82 47 $34.04 6 $266.67 28 $57.14

F3 Energy Transition 68285 111150 150 $4.40 64 $10.31 4 $164.96 68 $9.70

F4
Climate Threats/

Solution
193087 307621 390 $4.51 85 $20.70 21 $83.79 64 $27.49

F5
Moral/

Interconnected
63759 126519 178 $4.34 28 $27.57 4 $193.02 14 $55.15

Grand Total 555334 942693 1077 $5.35 289 $19.95 48 $120.09 237 $24.32



Moveable Middle: Creative Theme

From a creative perspective, the findings are similar to that of the framings for the Moveable Middle, with the Economy/Jobs theme 
once again the worst performing. Climate Leadership is once again the most effective framing - even with the highest cost per click.

Creative 
Theme

Reach
Impress-

ions
Link Clicks

Cost per 
Click

Post 
Reactions

Cost per 
Reaction

Post Shares
Cost per 

Share
Post 

Comments
Cost per 

Comment

Climate 103855 170716 182 $5.44 33 $29.99 7 $141.38 30 $32.99

Climate 
Leadership

146164 260049 190 $8.01 120 $12.69 17 $89.55 119 $12.79

Economy/
Jobs

185508 305419 384 $5.31 72 $28.33 9 $226.67 61 $33.44

Moral 119807 206509 321 $3.78 64 $18.94 15 $80.80 27 $44.89

Grand Total 555334 942693 1077 $5.35 289 $19.95 48 $120.09 237 $24.32



Moveable Middle: Sentiment

For the Moveable Middle, the sentiment of ads does not make too much difference from a click or reaction perspective (the numbers 
are very similar) but in provoking comments or shares the difference is much more stark. Negative content drove shares and 
comments at around twice the cost of positive content. If the aim of the content is to get people talking and facilitate a discussion, 
then a more negative tone can be used to provoke debate for the Moveable Middle in a way that positive ads did not.

Sentiment Reach
Impress-

ions
Link Clicks

Cost per 
Click

Post 
Reactions

Cost per 
Reaction

Post Shares
Cost per 

Share
Post 

Comments
Cost per 

Comment

Negative 210,162 367,819 429 $5.11 126 $17.39 30 $73.04 120 $18.26

Positive 345,172 574,874 648 $5.51 163 $21.92 18 $198.50 117 $30.54

Grand Total 555334 942,693 1077 $5.35 289 $19.95 48 $120.09 237 $24.32



Moveable Middle: Language

The language used made little to no difference to the Moveable Middle overall. Technical language was very marginally more expensive 
for all kinds of engagement, but the only really notable difference is in the cost per share, where narrative language was possibly more 
easily understood and therefore shared more frequently by this audience. Overall, the impact of using narrative vs. technical language 
is negligible for the Moveable Middle.

Sentiment Reach
Impress-

ions
Link Clicks

Cost per 
Click

Post 
Reactions

Cost per 
Reaction

Post Shares
Cost per 

Share
Post 

Comments
Cost per 

Comment

Narrative 441910 753842 840 $5.32 233 $19.20 41 $109.09 188 $23.79

Technical 113424 188851 237 $5.45 56 $23.07 7 $184.52 49 $26.36

Grand Total 555334 942693 1077 $5.35 289 $19.95 48 $120.09 237 $24.32



Results: Alarmed



Alarmed: Location
Location Reach

Impress-
ions

Link Clicks
Cost per 

Click
Post 

Reactions
Cost per 
Reaction

Post Shares
Cost per 

Share
Post 

Comments
Cost per 

Comment

Canada 129085 273156 452 $4.38 311 $6.37 55 $36.00 115 $17.22

GTHA 14514 61291 69 $7.97 11 $50.00 6 $91.66 4 $137.49

LML 2588 12021 0 0 3 $36.67 3 $36.67 5 $22.00

Grand Total 146187 346468 521 $5.07 325 $8.12 64 $41.25 124 $21.29



Alarmed: Framing

For the Alarmed audience, by far the most effective framing for engagement was around Climate Threats and Solutions, followed by 
Energy Transition. Note that we did not show this audience ads related to Jobs/Economy.

Framing Reach
Impress-

ions
Link Clicks

Cost per 
Click

Post 
Reactions

Cost per 
Reaction

Post Shares
Cost per 

Share
Post 

Comments
Cost per 

Comment

F1 Climate Leadership 30666 101528 115 $7.65 33 $26.67 12 $73.33 22 $40.00

F3 Energy Transition 36400 83512 113 $5.84 71 $9.29 7 $94.27 28 $23.57

F4
Climate 

Threats/Solution
67687 128680 245 $3.59 210 $4.19 44 $20.00 68 $12.94

F5
Moral/

Interconnected
11434 32748 48 $4.58 11 $20.00 1 $219.98 6 $36.66

Grand Total 146187 346468 521 $5.07 325 $8.12 64 $41.25 124 $21.29



Alarmed: Creative Theme

Ads that featured videos about the climate generally outperformed all other themes for the Alarmed audience, by a large margin. In 
contrast to the Moveable Middle, the Moral theme was much less effective for this audience which is perhaps surprising given that the 
Alarmed are generally considered to understand the effects of climate change more than the Moveable Middle.

Since the Alarmed audience includes people with an interest in or affinity for climate change and related organisations, however, it is 
perhaps unsurprising that the general climate themed videos performed best. 

Creative 
Theme

Reach
Impress-

ions
Link Clicks

Cost per 
Click

Post 
Reactions

Cost per 
Reaction

Post Shares
Cost per 

Share
Post 

Comments
Cost per 

Comment

Climate 51256 94555 175 $3.77 197 $3.35 39 $16.92 60 $11.00

Climate 
Leadership

55872 154084 182 $7.25 86 $15.35 18 $73.32 45 $29.33

Economy/
Jobs

27625 65081 116 $3.79 31 $14.19 6 $73.33 13 $33.85

Moral 11434 32748 48 $4.58 11 $20.00 1 $219.98 6 $36.66

Grand Total 146187 346468 521 $5.07 325 $8.12 64 $41.25 124 $21.29



Alarmed: Sentiment

As with the Moveable Middle, the sentiment of the ad’s message does not make much of a difference to the Alarmed. Negative ads 
are marginally more likely to drive comments than positive, but otherwise there is not really enough of a difference to make this a 
generalisable learning.

Sentiment Reach
Impress-

ions
Link Clicks

Cost per 
Click

Post 
Reactions

Cost per 
Reaction

Post Shares
Cost per 

Share
Post 

Comments
Cost per 

Comment

Negative 57,791 139,603 182 $6.04 128 $8.59 20 $54.99 57 $19.29

Positive 88,396 206,865 339 $4.54 197 $7.82 44 $35.00 67 $22.99

Grand Total 146,187 346,468 521 $5.07 325 $8.12 64 $41.25 124 $21.29



Alarmed: Language

For the Alarmed, narrative language was generally better at driving engagement than technical language. However, the difference 
between the two is not really remarkable, and so the content of the ads and the creative used are more important factors overall.

Sentiment Reach
Impress-

ions
Link Clicks

Cost per 
Click

Post 
Reactions

Cost per 
Reaction

Post Shares
Cost per 

Share
Post 

Comments
Cost per 

Comment

Narrative 129756 312343 451 $5.37 312 $7.76 59 $41.01 116 $20.86

Technical 16431 34125 70 $3.14 13 $16.92 5 $44.00 8 $27.50

Grand Total 146187 346468 521 $5.07 325 $8.12 64 $41.25 124 $21.29



Audiences Reached



Lower Mainland Postcodes
South Okanagan-West Kootenay (BC) V0H, V0G

Victoria (BC) V8P, V8R

*Burnaby North-Seymour (BC) V3J, V3N, V6B, V7H

*South Surrey-White Rock (BC) V4P, V4A, V4B,

Fleetwood-Port Kells (BC) V3R

*Cloverdale-Langley City (BC) V3S, V2Y, V3A

*Port Moody-Coquitlam V3E, V3H

Coquitlam-Port Coquitlam (BC) V3C, V3B

*Pitt Meadows - Maple Ridge (BC) V2X, V3Y, V0M

*Stevenson - Richmond East (BC) V7E, V6V



Greater Hamilton & Toronto Area Postcodes
Peterborough-Kawartha (ON) K0L, K9H, K0M, K9V

Windsor West (ON)

Bay of Quinte (ON) K0K, K8N, K8P, K8R, K8V

Davenport (ON) M5R, M6G, M6H

*Flamborough-Glanbrook (ON) L0R, L8B, L9H, L8E, L8G, L8H

Niagara Centre (ON) L2E

King-Vaughan (ON) K0H, K7G, K7K, L0J, L3T, L4C, L4H

Niagara Falls (ON) L0S, L2E

Richmond Hill (ON) L3T

*Aurora-Oak Ridges-Richmond Hill (ON) L3X, L4E, L4G, L4E

Hastings-Lennox and Addington (ON) KOL, K74, K7N, K0K, K0H

Northumberland-Peterborough South (ON) L1A, K9A, K0K, K9J

Windsor-Tecumseh (ON) N0R, N8N, N8P

Kenora (ON) P0V, P0X, P9N

Kitchener-Conestoga (ON) N0B, N1R, N2A, N2J



Video Content Used



Video Content: Climate 

C_B2C_B1C_A1

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1LJC5ZLwxv6UGhaW4AnuRhJzFKXODJtHl/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1lHqkN0-LJ3YVr2ZRhaNgMmWl7T2p4zYr/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1xIbXpZa4Ri95W4ogdIxLFTx1P8UP8lJ7/preview


Video Content: Climate Leadership

CL_A3CL_A2CL_A1

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1iwBnSQcl6n89D61uzSMPlbzxRBVqVRgZ/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1TfnKliC4Bjoo8GvezSNBAfExf2Fi0uxk/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1HnwnNHS-e3y1N0R-ETE97oUJg-VESffX/preview


Video Content: Climate Leadership

CL_C1CL_B1CL_A4

https://docs.google.com/file/d/17WH1uXOjfqX2ppZx7huvyGj7UwQHnHaQ/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/176p9joEOfU4k9__R540of-RoI90qNIFd/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1RXT5FVFj7vCNN6674DYgu-gLw6w46EdE/preview


Video Content: Economy/Jobs

EJ_A3EJ_A2EJ_A1

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1qyNz4Y6bkGkN41KTgZNT5qtRJvzd05sA/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1K3E4uBsLTa4MYjjJMBzmB9NFtWffkWkd/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1k1X9Gr5cXfaLWnNKL9XWcPLxfuyesl8q/preview


Video Content: Economy/Jobs

EJ_C2EJ_C1EJ_B1

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1rXjalpy02RMYmDT0lgrqV-eGBs3CZ44I/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1OUgNdd7dbVZXHJZfmu27wMX_uxuyXBUL/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1LWZrWCZlDkBm5Ny7QAqnbnAt5XnMrxho/preview


Video Content: Economy/Jobs

EJ_D3EJ_D2EJ_D1

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1vpHibrtk2OIOOUsE89LuJbiABpPIoI1i/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Z_ux3zHE3PXWIM3JNlCKiYCLti52o0Xx/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/18FtNzmkvstabcWoxzv7XO7PXwHvV6y8E/preview


Video Content: Moral

M_B1M_A2M_A1

https://docs.google.com/file/d/11KRLwsKM07xGQmcDRStywYnD5ekJj23I/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1gLHMnkFJfF2KlbpWuSyjROtn3Yn9GycT/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1NjDL_-X6RQtU1BYip0zEWCgdyc7sMB7X/preview


Video Content: Moral

M_DM_CM_B2

https://docs.google.com/file/d/15zimcVy3rd8A5_UfFYDOS7RxttVNHUBh/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1wumaURfYKooVOG0eP-qUtj9Pg_fRCet1/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1veJLKjOi2jOLX8od_DY0hirNk_QU4uAY/preview

